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FOURIER TYPE AND COMPLEX INTERPOLATION

MARIO MILMAN

Abstract. Using Fourier type arguments we provide a very simple proof of recent

results on complex interpolation of Hp spaces and martingale Hp spaces. The same

method gives a new result on complex interpolation of Sobolev spaces.

In a recent article (cf. [4]) S. Janson and P. Jones obtained a description of the

complex method of interpolation for Hp spaces and martingale Hp spaces. Some of

their main results are summarized in the following (for définiteness all our spaces

(except the martingale spaces) are based on R" ).

Theorem A. (i) Let X0 be either Hl or V and let Xx be either Lx or BMO; then

(x0, xx)e = l>; o<e<i,\/Pe=\-e.
(ii) Let X0 be either MH] or MÜ and let Xx be either MLX or MBMO; then

(X0, Xx)t = ML"; 0< 0 < 1, 1/ft = 1 - #.

The purpose of this paper is to provide a very simple proof of this theorem.

Moreover, the method we use also yields the following interpolation theorem for

Sobolev spaces.

Theorem B.

(wk,Wpk)e=Wke,       ± = Lll + l,    KjP<co,    ¡HEN.

The novelty here is that we can include the extreme end point space Wx.

Our method consists of observing that by Wolffs theorem (cf. [10]) we reduce

ourselves to check that we get the right results at each end point separately. In this

situation we can avail ourselves of Fourier type arguments (cf. [8]) to reduce

everything to real interpolation of the spaces involved, where the corresponding

results are well known and easy to prove.

I say that a Banach space A has type p, 1 < p < 2, if the vector valued Fourier

transform maps LP(A) into LP'(A), \/p + \/p' — 1. It is easy to check that every

Banach space has type 1 and every Hilbert space has type 2.

The importance of this notion is given by the following theorem of J. Peetre [8].

Theorem C. Let (A0, Ax) be a Banach couple such that the type of A¡ isp¡, i = 0,1.

Then, (A0, Ax\pt G (A0, Ax)e, where 0 < 0 < 1, \/pe = (1 - 6)/p0 + 0/px.
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Consider the proof of Theorem A(i). First we interpolate (it1, L2)e. Since

/7' C L1 we trivially have (H\ L2)e C Lp\ \/pe = 1 - 6/2. On the other hand,

since the type of Hl is 1 and the type of L2 is 2, we get, by Theorem C,

(H\ L2)9,pe G (H\ L2)e. Thus (H\ L2)e = Lp°, \/pe = \ - 0/2 by [9]. Now,

(Lq,BMO)e = (Lq, Lx)e = L"'\ \/qe = (\- 6)/q, for 1 < q < oo, by [3]. There-

fore we obtain the first part of Theorem A by using Wolff's theorem to fuse these

end point results.

For the martingale part we proceed in the same way. This time we use the known

results on real interpolation of martingale Hp spaces (cf. [5,6]) together with the

following.

Lemma.

(MLp, MBMO)e = (MLp, MLx)e = MLP»,

O<0<1,    1</><oo,    \/pB=\-6.

This result can be proved essentially like the classical result of Fefferman-Stein

quoted above using the fact that we have appropriate control of the sharp maximal

operator for the MBMO case (cf. [6]).

Finally let us consider the proof of Theorem B. First we prove (Wk, W2)e = Wjf,

1/A, = 1 - 6/2.
Consider the bounded operator Lf - lH<,kDaf, L: Wk -> LP', 1 *£ p < oo. Inter-

polating the end point resultsp = 1,2, we get L: (Wxk, W2k)e -* LPs, \/p6 = 1 - 9/2.

Therefore, (Wk, Wk)e G W*.

On the other hand using type arguments as in the proof of Theorem A we have

(Wxk, W2k)e pe G(Wk, W2k)e. Thus the desired result now follows using (cf. [2,1]),

(Wk,W2k)0Jt=Wkt.

The well-known formula (Wp\, Wp\)e = Wp\, \/pe = (\- 6)/p0 + 6/Px, which is

valid if 1 <p0,p] < oo, allows us to use Wolff's theorem to fuse these end point

results and conclude the proof of Theorem B.
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